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Item Description Start price

1 1 folding tent 3000 x 3000mm
Color: beige
The frame is made of strong steel with a roof cloth on top

Frame: Carbon Steel - Black Powder Coated (& height 
adjustable)
Material quality: 420D oxford coated PVC - Sunprotected/
Waterproof 350g/m2
Latch: Quick Release Clip Connectors: Nylon! (no breakable
plastic)
Accessories: ropes, steel quality pegs
unused in original packaging!

140 €

2 1 folding tent 3000 x 3000mm
Color: beige
The frame is made of strong steel with a roof cloth on top

Frame: Carbon Steel - Black Powder Coated (& height 
adjustable)
Material quality: 420D oxford coated PVC - Sunprotected/
Waterproof 350g/m2
Latch: Quick Release Clip Connectors: Nylon! (no breakable
plastic)
Accessories: ropes, steel quality pegs
unused in original packaging!

140 €

3 1 folding tent 3000 x 3000mm
Color: beige
The frame is made of strong steel with a roof cloth on top

Frame: Carbon Steel - Black Powder Coated (& height 
adjustable)
Material quality: 420D oxford coated PVC - Sunprotected/
Waterproof 350g/m2
Latch: Quick Release Clip Connectors: Nylon! (no breakable
plastic)
Accessories: ropes, steel quality pegs
unused in original packaging!

140 €
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4 1 folding tent 3000 x 3000mm
Color: beige
The frame is made of strong steel with a roof cloth on top

Frame: Carbon Steel - Black Powder Coated (& height 
adjustable)
Material quality: 420D oxford coated PVC - Sunprotected/
Waterproof 350g/m2
Latch: Quick Release Clip Connectors: Nylon! (no breakable
plastic)
Accessories: ropes, steel quality pegs
unused in original packaging!

140 €

5 1 folding tent 3000 x 3000mm
Color: beige
The frame is made of strong steel with a roof cloth on top

Frame: Carbon Steel - Black Powder Coated (& height 
adjustable)
Material quality: 420D oxford coated PVC - Sunprotected/
Waterproof 350g/m2
Latch: Quick Release Clip Connectors: Nylon! (no breakable
plastic)
Accessories: ropes, steel quality pegs
unused in original packaging!

140 €

6 1 folding tent 3000 x 3000mm
Color: beige
The frame is made of strong steel with a roof cloth on top

Frame: Carbon Steel - Black Powder Coated (& height 
adjustable)
Material quality: 420D oxford coated PVC - Sunprotected/
Waterproof 350g/m2
Latch: Quick Release Clip Connectors: Nylon! (no breakable
plastic)
Accessories: ropes, steel quality pegs
unused in original packaging!

140 €
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7 1 folding tent 3000 x 3000mm
Colour black
The frame is made of strong steel with a roof cloth on top

Frame: Carbon Steel - Black Powder Coated (& height 
adjustable)
Material quality: 420D oxford coated PVC - Sunprotected/
Waterproof 350g/m2
Latch: Quick Release Clip Connectors: Nylon! (no breakable
plastic)
Accessories: ropes, steel quality pegs
unused in original packaging!

140 €

8 1 folding tent 3000 x 4500mm
Color: beige
The frame is made of strong steel with a roof cloth on top

Frame: Carbon Steel - Black Powder Coated (& height 
adjustable)
Material quality: 420D oxford coated PVC - Sunprotected/
Waterproof 350g/m2
Latch: Quick Release Clip Connectors: Nylon! (no breakable
plastic)
Accessories: Carrying bag, ropes, steel quality pegs
unused in original packaging!

220 €

9 1 folding tent 3000 x 4500mm
Color: beige
The frame is made of strong steel with a roof cloth on top

Frame: Carbon Steel - Black Powder Coated (& height 
adjustable)
Material quality: 420D oxford coated PVC - Sunprotected/
Waterproof 350g/m2
Latch: Quick Release Clip Connectors: Nylon! (no breakable
plastic)
Accessories: Carrying bag, ropes, steel quality pegs
unused in original packaging!

220 €
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10 1 folding tent 3000 x 4500mm
Color: beige
The frame is made of strong steel with a roof cloth on top

Frame: Carbon Steel - Black Powder Coated (& height 
adjustable)
Material quality: 420D oxford coated PVC - Sunprotected/
Waterproof 350g/m2
Latch: Quick Release Clip Connectors: Nylon! (no breakable
plastic)
Accessories: Carrying bag, ropes, steel quality pegs
unused in original packaging!

220 €

11 1 folding tent 3000 x 4500mm
Color: beige
The frame is made of strong steel with a roof cloth on top

Frame: Carbon Steel - Black Powder Coated (& height 
adjustable)
Material quality: 420D oxford coated PVC - Sunprotected/
Waterproof 350g/m2
Latch: Quick Release Clip Connectors: Nylon! (no breakable
plastic)
Accessories: Carrying bag, ropes, steel quality pegs
unused in original packaging!

220 €

12 1 large wheeled transport bag for pop up gazebo

is indispensable for those who want to move their pop-up 
tent regularly.
The extra large wheels drive effortlessly over any terrain.
Thanks to its ingenious design, you can pull the bag over 
the tent, so you don't have to lift the tent.
Frame and top cover are well protected in this waterproof 
transport bag.
Fits for 3x3 or 3x4.5 pop up gazebo

20 €

13 1 large wheeled transport bag for pop up gazebo

is indispensable for those who want to move their pop-up 
tent regularly.
The extra large wheels drive effortlessly over any terrain.
Thanks to its ingenious design, you can pull the bag over 

20 €
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the tent, so you don't have to lift the tent.
Frame and top cover are well protected in this waterproof 
transport bag.
Fits for 3x3 or 3x4.5 pop up gazebo

14 1 large wheeled transport bag for pop up gazebo

is indispensable for those who want to move their pop-up 
tent regularly.
The extra large wheels drive effortlessly over any terrain.
Thanks to its ingenious design, you can pull the bag over 
the tent, so you don't have to lift the tent.
Frame and top cover are well protected in this waterproof 
transport bag.
Fits for 3x3 or 3x4.5 pop up gazebo

20 €

15 1 large wheeled transport bag for pop up gazebo

is indispensable for those who want to move their pop-up 
tent regularly.
The extra large wheels drive effortlessly over any terrain.
Thanks to its ingenious design, you can pull the bag over 
the tent, so you don't have to lift the tent.
Frame and top cover are well protected in this waterproof 
transport bag.
Fits for 3x3 or 3x4.5 pop up gazebo

20 €

16 Beautiful InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be mounted on the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on upright (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m distance
- Overheating and tipping protection

140 €
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- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high-quality
stainless steel

17 Beautiful InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be mounted on the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on upright (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m distance
- Overheating and tipping protection
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high-quality
stainless steel

140 €

18 Beautiful InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be mounted on the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on upright (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m distance
- Overheating and tipping protection
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high-quality
stainless steel

140 €
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19 Beautiful InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be mounted on the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on upright (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m distance
- Overheating and tipping protection
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high-quality
stainless steel

140 €

20 Beautiful InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be mounted on the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on upright (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m distance
- Overheating and tipping protection
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high-quality
stainless steel

140 €

21 Beautiful InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be mounted on the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

140 €
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Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on upright (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m distance
- Overheating and tipping protection
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high-quality
stainless steel

22 Beautiful InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be mounted on the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on upright (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m distance
- Overheating and tipping protection
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high-quality
stainless steel

140 €

23 Beautiful InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be mounted on the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes

140 €
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- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on upright (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m distance
- Overheating and tipping protection
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high-quality
stainless steel

24 Beautiful InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be mounted on the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on upright (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m distance
- Overheating and tipping protection
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high-quality
stainless steel

140 €

25 Beautiful InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be mounted on the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on upright (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m distance

140 €
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- Overheating and tipping protection
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high-quality
stainless steel

26 Beautiful InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be mounted on the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on upright (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m distance
- Overheating and tipping protection
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high-quality
stainless steel

140 €

27 Beautiful InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be mounted on the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on upright (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m distance
- Overheating and tipping protection
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high-quality
stainless steel

140 €
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28 Beautiful InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be mounted on the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on upright (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m distance
- Overheating and tipping protection
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high-quality
stainless steel

140 €

29 Beautiful InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + Remote
This patio heater can be mounted on the wall or ceiling.
The lamp gives off heat within 3 seconds and emits 
radiation up to 5 meters away.
Ideal for cozy evenings outside!

Specifications:
- Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamps
- Pleasant warmth, gentle on the eyes
- IP65: resistant to all weather conditions
- Mounting on upright (optional) or against the wall
- Innovative design for optimal heat reflection
- Heat radiation within 3 seconds
- Range: 12-32m2, up to 5m distance
- Overheating and tipping protection
- Heating head with aluminum housing, base in high-quality
stainless steel

140 €

30 1 Infrared Patio Heater XXL

This InfraRed Patio Heater with remote control…
• ... has a top design.
• Double length, double fun (Twin Model)

170 €
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• Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamp.
• Includes a handy remote control.
• Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
• Wall or ceiling mounting.
• Overheating and tipping protection.
• Low consumption costs (0.6 euros/hour)

Specifications

Size Length 105cm x Height 15cm x Depth 9cm
Material Anodized Aluminum
Mounting Ceiling and wall mounting bracket included 
(adjustable angle)
Weight 4.7kg
Included Accessories Remote Control
handy timer button (0-24 hours)
Electricity heating source
Power 3000 watts - 3KW
Lamp type InfraRed "Carbon Fiber" lamp
Range 18 – 36 m²
Consumption costs per hour 0.6 euros
IP certification IPX4 - suitable for outdoor use
Certificates EU certified: CE, RoHS, IPX4, CB, GS
Adjustable brightness 2 power levels

31 1 Infrared Patio Heater XXL

This InfraRed Patio Heater with remote control…
• ... has a top design.
• Double length, double fun (Twin Model)
• Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamp.
• Includes a handy remote control.
• Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
• Wall or ceiling mounting.
• Overheating and tipping protection.
• Low consumption costs (0.6 euros/hour)

Specifications

Size Length 105cm x Height 15cm x Depth 9cm

170 €
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Material Anodized Aluminum
Mounting Ceiling and wall mounting bracket included 
(adjustable angle)
Weight 4.7kg
Included Accessories Remote Control
handy timer button (0-24 hours)
Electricity heating source
Power 3000 watts - 3KW
Lamp type InfraRed "Carbon Fiber" lamp
Range 18 – 36 m²
Consumption costs per hour 0.6 euros
IP certification IPX4 - suitable for outdoor use
Certificates EU certified: CE, RoHS, IPX4, CB, GS
Adjustable brightness 2 power levels

32 1 Infrared Patio Heater XXL

This InfraRed Patio Heater with remote control…
• ... has a top design.
• Double length, double fun (Twin Model)
• Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamp.
• Includes a handy remote control.
• Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
• Wall or ceiling mounting.
• Overheating and tipping protection.
• Low consumption costs (0.6 euros/hour)

Specifications

Size Length 105cm x Height 15cm x Depth 9cm
Material Anodized Aluminum
Mounting Ceiling and wall mounting bracket included 
(adjustable angle)
Weight 4.7kg
Included Accessories Remote Control
handy timer button (0-24 hours)
Electricity heating source
Power 3000 watts - 3KW
Lamp type InfraRed "Carbon Fiber" lamp
Range 18 – 36 m²
Consumption costs per hour 0.6 euros
IP certification IPX4 - suitable for outdoor use

170 €
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Certificates EU certified: CE, RoHS, IPX4, CB, GS
Adjustable brightness 2 power levels

33 1 Infrared Patio Heater XXL

This InfraRed Patio Heater with remote control…
• ... has a top design.
• Double length, double fun (Twin Model)
• Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamp.
• Includes a handy remote control.
• Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
• Wall or ceiling mounting.
• Overheating and tipping protection.
• Low consumption costs (0.6 euros/hour)

Specifications

Size Length 105cm x Height 15cm x Depth 9cm
Material Anodized Aluminum
Mounting Ceiling and wall mounting bracket included 
(adjustable angle)
Weight 4.7kg
Included Accessories Remote Control
handy timer button (0-24 hours)
Electricity heating source
Power 3000 watts - 3KW
Lamp type InfraRed "Carbon Fiber" lamp
Range 18 – 36 m²
Consumption costs per hour 0.6 euros
IP certification IPX4 - suitable for outdoor use
Certificates EU certified: CE, RoHS, IPX4, CB, GS
Adjustable brightness 2 power levels

170 €

34 1 Infrared Patio Heater XXL

This InfraRed Patio Heater with remote control…
• ... has a top design.
• Double length, double fun (Twin Model)
• Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamp.
• Includes a handy remote control.

170 €
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• Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
• Wall or ceiling mounting.
• Overheating and tipping protection.
• Low consumption costs (0.6 euros/hour)

Specifications

Size Length 105cm x Height 15cm x Depth 9cm
Material Anodized Aluminum
Mounting Ceiling and wall mounting bracket included 
(adjustable angle)
Weight 4.7kg
Included Accessories Remote Control
handy timer button (0-24 hours)
Electricity heating source
Power 3000 watts - 3KW
Lamp type InfraRed "Carbon Fiber" lamp
Range 18 – 36 m²
Consumption costs per hour 0.6 euros
IP certification IPX4 - suitable for outdoor use
Certificates EU certified: CE, RoHS, IPX4, CB, GS
Adjustable brightness 2 power levels

35 1 Infrared Patio Heater XXL

This InfraRed Patio Heater with remote control…
• ... has a top design.
• Double length, double fun (Twin Model)
• Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamp.
• Includes a handy remote control.
• Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
• Wall or ceiling mounting.
• Overheating and tipping protection.
• Low consumption costs (0.6 euros/hour)

Specifications

Size Length 105cm x Height 15cm x Depth 9cm
Material Anodized Aluminum
Mounting Ceiling and wall mounting bracket included 
(adjustable angle)

170 €
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Weight 4.7kg
Included Accessories Remote Control
handy timer button (0-24 hours)
Electricity heating source
Power 3000 watts - 3KW
Lamp type InfraRed "Carbon Fiber" lamp
Range 18 – 36 m²
Consumption costs per hour 0.6 euros
IP certification IPX4 - suitable for outdoor use
Certificates EU certified: CE, RoHS, IPX4, CB, GS
Adjustable brightness 2 power levels

36 1 Infrared Patio Heater XXL

This InfraRed Patio Heater with remote control…
• ... has a top design.
• Double length, double fun (Twin Model)
• Latest technology with energy-efficient infrared carbon 
lamp.
• Includes a handy remote control.
• Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
• Wall or ceiling mounting.
• Overheating and tipping protection.
• Low consumption costs (0.6 euros/hour)

Specifications

Size Length 105cm x Height 15cm x Depth 9cm
Material Anodized Aluminum
Mounting Ceiling and wall mounting bracket included 
(adjustable angle)
Weight 4.7kg
Included Accessories Remote Control
handy timer button (0-24 hours)
Electricity heating source
Power 3000 watts - 3KW
Lamp type InfraRed "Carbon Fiber" lamp
Range 18 – 36 m²
Consumption costs per hour 0.6 euros
IP certification IPX4 - suitable for outdoor use
Certificates EU certified: CE, RoHS, IPX4, CB, GS
Adjustable brightness 2 power levels

170 €
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37 InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote
The InfraRed "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros/hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (spray-proof), but 
also for indoor use (bathroom, garage)

90 €

38 InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote
The InfraRed "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros/hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (spray-proof), but 
also for indoor use (bathroom, garage)

90 €

39 InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote
The InfraRed "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros/hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (spray-proof), but 
also for indoor use (bathroom, garage)

90 €

40 InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote
The InfraRed "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours

90 €
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- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros/hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (spray-proof), but 
also for indoor use (bathroom, garage)

41 InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote
The InfraRed "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros/hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (spray-proof), but 
also for indoor use (bathroom, garage)

90 €

42 InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote
The InfraRed "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros/hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (spray-proof), but 
also for indoor use (bathroom, garage)

90 €

43 InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote
The InfraRed "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros/hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (spray-proof), but 
also for indoor use (bathroom, garage)

90 €
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44 InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote
The InfraRed "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros/hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (spray-proof), but 
also for indoor use (bathroom, garage)

90 €

45 InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote
The InfraRed "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros/hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (spray-proof), but 
also for indoor use (bathroom, garage)

90 €

46 InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote
The InfraRed "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros/hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (spray-proof), but 
also for indoor use (bathroom, garage)

90 €

47 InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote
The InfraRed "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours

90 €
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- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros/hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (spray-proof), but 
also for indoor use (bathroom, garage)

48 InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote
The InfraRed "Golden Quartz" lamp gives its full heat very 
quickly and is still very economical in consumption.
- Incl. ceiling and wall mounting bracket (with adjustable 
angle)
- Housing material: anodized aluminum
- Suitable for 6000 hours
- Low consumption costs (0.4 euros/hour)
- EU Certified: CE, RoHS, IP65, CB, GS
Suitable for outdoor use, e.g. terrace (spray-proof), but 
also for indoor use (bathroom, garage)

90 €

49 Luxury stainless steel stand for patio heater
- Beautiful stainless steel luxury stand (stainless steel, 
cannot rust)
- Make your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- For your patio, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc...
- heavy stable foot (with adjusting screws at the bottom 
for uneven ground)
- Height adjustable, rotatable, tiltable
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + 
Remote”, “InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote” and 
“Infrared Patio Heater 3000W Professional XXL + Remote”.

50 €

50 Luxury stainless steel stand for patio heater
- Beautiful stainless steel luxury stand (stainless steel, 
cannot rust)
- Make your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- For your patio, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc...
- heavy stable foot (with adjusting screws at the bottom 
for uneven ground)
- Height adjustable, rotatable, tiltable
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + 
Remote”, “InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote” and 

50 €
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“Infrared Patio Heater 3000W Professional XXL + Remote”.

51 Luxury stainless steel stand for patio heater
- Beautiful stainless steel luxury stand (stainless steel, 
cannot rust)
- Make your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- For your patio, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc...
- heavy stable foot (with adjusting screws at the bottom 
for uneven ground)
- Height adjustable, rotatable, tiltable
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + 
Remote”, “InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote” and 
“Infrared Patio Heater 3000W Professional XXL + Remote”.

50 €

52 Luxury stainless steel stand for patio heater
- Beautiful stainless steel luxury stand (stainless steel, 
cannot rust)
- Make your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- For your patio, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc...
- heavy stable foot (with adjusting screws at the bottom 
for uneven ground)
- Height adjustable, rotatable, tiltable
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + 
Remote”, “InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote” and 
“Infrared Patio Heater 3000W Professional XXL + Remote”.

50 €

53 Tripod tripod for patio heater
- Make your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- the mounting for your patio heater is universal hand 
screws
- For your patio, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc...
- Thick stable uprights
- Height adjustable up to 210 cm (with hand screws)
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + 
Remote”, “InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote” and 
“Infrared Patio Heater 3000W Professional XXL + Remote”.

25 €
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54 Tripod tripod for patio heater
- Make your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- the mounting for your patio heater is universal hand 
screws
- For your patio, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc...
- Thick stable uprights
- Height adjustable up to 210 cm (with hand screws)
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + 
Remote”, “InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote” and 
“Infrared Patio Heater 3000W Professional XXL + Remote”.

25 €

55 Tripod tripod for patio heater
- Make your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- the mounting for your patio heater is universal hand 
screws
- For your patio, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc...
- Thick stable uprights
- Height adjustable up to 210 cm (with hand screws)
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + 
Remote”, “InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote” and 
“Infrared Patio Heater 3000W Professional XXL + Remote”.

25 €

56 Tripod tripod for patio heater
- Make your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- the mounting for your patio heater is universal hand 
screws
- For your patio, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc...
- Thick stable uprights
- Height adjustable up to 210 cm (with hand screws)
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + 
Remote”, “InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote” and 
“Infrared Patio Heater 3000W Professional XXL + Remote”.

25 €
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57 Tripod tripod for patio heater
- Make your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- the mounting for your patio heater is universal hand 
screws
- For your patio, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc...
- Thick stable uprights
- Height adjustable up to 210 cm (with hand screws)
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + 
Remote”, “InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote” and 
“Infrared Patio Heater 3000W Professional XXL + Remote”.

25 €

58 Tripod tripod for patio heater
- Make your patio heater extremely mobile with this tripod
- the mounting for your patio heater is universal hand 
screws
- For your patio, garden, tent, bathroom, garage, etc...
- Thick stable uprights
- Height adjustable up to 210 cm (with hand screws)
- professional use possible
- excluding the patio heater in the photo
- suitable for “InfraRed Patio Heater LUX 2000W + 
Remote”, “InfraRed Patio Heater 2000W + Remote” and 
“Infrared Patio Heater 3000W Professional XXL + Remote”.

25 €
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